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Figure S1
. Average RMSd (in Å) between collected snapshots in solution and gas phase (NC and ESIC) simulations taken the corresponding MD-averaged conformation as reference in each case. Color code: blue: water, magenta: gas phase (NC), yellow: gas phase (ESIC) . Figure S3 . Z-scores obtained for the first, second and third hit obtained in Mamooth runs searching all PDB for protein structures resembling the average ones obtained from solution (blue) and gas phase (NC (magenta) and ESIC (yellow)) simulations. Figure S4 . RMSd (in Å) between experimental structure and collected snapshots for ultra-representative proteins 1CQY, 1KTE and 1OPC simulated in the gas phase (NC conditions) with AMBER-parm03, CHARMM C22 and OPLS AA force-fields. Figure S5 . RMSd (TOP) and TM-score (BOTTOM), both in Å between experimental structure and snapshots collected during 1 μs trajectories of ultra-representative proteins 1CQY, 1KTE and 1OPC in the gas phase under ESIC conditions. Figure S6 . RMSd (TOP) and TM-score (BOTTOM), both in Å between snapshots collected during 0.1 μs trajectories of ultra-representative proteins 1CQY, 1KTE and 1OPC in the gas phase at T=300, 350 and 400 K. Figure S7 . Percentage of native hydrogen bonds presented during simulations of the 30 proteins in solution and gas phase. Color code: blue: water, magenta: gas phase (NC), yellow: gas phase (ESIC) .
Experimental Structures
Solution structures 1ARK  1BFG  1BJ7  1CEI  1CQY  1CSP  1CZT  1EM  1FAS  1FVQ  1I6F  1IL6  1JLI  1K40  1KTE  1KXA  1LIT  1LKI  1NSO  1OOI  1OPC  1PDO  1PHT  1SDF  1SRO  1SUR  2GB1  2HV  3CI2 1BFG  1BJ7  1CEI  1CQY  1CSP  1CZT  1EM  1FAS  1FVQ  1I6F  1IL6  1JLI  1K40  1KTE  1KXA  1LIT  1LKI  1NSO  1OOI  1OPC  1PDO  1PHT  1SDF  1SRO  1SUR  2GB1  2HV  3CI2  4ICB Z-score Figure S12 . Z-scores indicating the statistical reliability (Z-scores above 1 are significant) of the similarity indexes obtained when solution and gas phase essential movements are compared (magenta: water vs. NC and yellow: water vs ESIC). Table S1 . Proteins considered in the study with details on their CATH classification, number or total, basic and acidic residues, number of disulfide bridges and the two charge states considered in this work: i) that corresponding to the solvated protein and ii) that expected in a normal electrospray experiment.
SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES

Gas phase Protein
Aqueous solution Native charge ESI charge Table S4 . Collision cross sections (Å 2 ) and radii of gyration (Å) obtained in 0.1 μsec simulations of ubiquitin (1ubq) for different total charges. Residues protonated in each case are noted (all acidic residues and termini are considered neutral). Data displayed here corresponds to 0.1 μs trajectories.
SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS
Gas phase equilibration and production. Solution models were relaxed for 500 steps with positional restrains on heavy atoms (20 kcal/molÅ 2 ). Solution velocities were removed and a new set of starting velocities was generated by raising temperature from 50 to 300 K during 50 ps. Restraints were then reduced to 5 kcal/molÅ 2 in 50 ps more and to 1 kcal/molÅ 2 (only backbone) for 0.5 ns, followed by extra-equilibration for 0.5 ns. All simulations were performed at constant temperature (Berendsen et al., 1984) , using no cutoff for non-bonded interactions SHAKE on atoms involving hydrogen atoms (Ryckaert et al., 1977 ) and 1 fs step for integration of Newton equations.
Computational details. Most trajectories were collected using the SANDER module in the AMBER8 (Case et al., 2004 ) computer program in a parallel version optimized for the MareNostrum architecture. Test calculations with CHARMM and OPLS/AA force-fields were performed using NAMD2.6 (Nelson et al., 1996) . SHAKE (Ryckaert et al., 1977) was used in all cases to maintain bonds involving hydrogens at equilibrium distances, allowing the use of 1 fs step for integration of Newton equations of motion. All solution calculations were performed at constant pressure (P=1 atm) and temperature (T=300 K), while vacuum calculations were carried out imposing constant temperature (from 300 to 400 K). Proteins in solution were simulated under neutral conditions by adding counterions as described in reference (Rueda et al., 2007 ). The TIP3P model (Jorgensen et al., 1983 ) was used to represent water molecules.
Trajectory analysis. The pair-cross-rmsd is defined as the rmsd between all the snapshots collected in the two trajectories; see eq. 1). Normalization of this parameter leads to the definition of the Ω index (see eq. 2) which is a good relative measure of the difference between two alternative samplings of the same molecule. 
where XX α stands for the self similarity between different portions of the same trajectory.
Lindeman's index is computed as:
where a' is the most probable non-bonded near-neighbor distance, N is the number of atoms and i r Δ stands for the fluctuation of atom i from its average position.
The Γ index was determined by using eq. 4 and considering a small set of 25 eigenvectors (which represent around 80-85% of protein variance) to describe "important" space. 
where the index runs from 1 (identity) to 0 (orthogonality); n is the number of size of the important space (n=25 here) and ν i stands for one unitary eigenvector.
The stiffness associated to the "spherical breathing" of protein was computed as described in eq. 6, where to avoid bias related to very flexible regions in solution we considered only residues which after a robust-RMSd fit deviate less than 3 standard deviations from the average. This procedure guarantees that only the globular part of proteins was considered in all cases. 
